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Who's there?
Businesses largely have one objective in mind: Increase their profit margins by selling
more. Finding the right potential buyers for the sales pipeline is a primary objective of
marketing.
Many people can become aware of your product, but only a small percentage of the initial
prospects will actually take the desired action, usually a purchase. And become
customers.
Marketers put a lot effort into “filling the funnel”, in other words finding as many potential
customers as possible, in the hope that it eventually leads to more sales. Or take a vaguely
qualified database and start calling it in the feint hope that someone might agree to a
demo or a meeting. Not only is that demoralising work, it can be damaging to a brand if the
person on the receiving of a five-minute spiel, without pause for breathe, is not ready or
interested in trialling or buying this week.
Lead generation becomes the focus rather than who the customer is and what they need.
With very specific targeting, strong content and integrated digital marketing we attract
potential buyers who contact us. That is Inbound Marketing.
Inbound marketing attracts customers by creating valuable content
and experiences tailored to them. While outbound marketing
interrupts your audience with content or conversations they don’t
want, inbound marketing forms connections they’re looking for and
solves problems they already have.

,

It starts with your
marketing strategy
With business buyers seeking ever more control over their buying process, engaging
them at the right time, in the right way is critical. There are a number of critical steps to
follow when building a marketing strategy.

Before you start your Inbound Marketing
programme, you will need to think about the
following:

Business Strategy: have clarity on the overall business strategy and goals. The
marketing strategy should align with helping the business to achieve those goals.
Measures of success: outline how you will determine if your marketing is succeeding,
whether the goal is to acquire more customers, drive higher spend per user or reduce
churn.
Buyer Personas: create detailed buyer personas based on real customer insights.
Speak to your existing customers or grab a coffee with potential ones to build your
understanding of what's important to them. Knowing who, what and why your
potential customer needs your solution is central to effective inbound marketing.

Value Proposition: your value proposition is your statement about what makes your
brand, your products or your customer experience different and why your target
audience would buy from you.
Messaging Framework: capture the key points of information and proof points you
want to share with your target audience. This framework is a very important element
in creating consistency throughout your content.
Customer Journey: map the journey your potential customer takes and their
information and content requirements. Identifying your content needs in this way
guides the audience through a step by step process and avoids creating too much
content at only one stage in their buying process.
Execute & Measure: define the right digital and off-line marketing activities, assign
budget and continue to measure and iterate as you go.

Customers come first
People become aware of products through word of mouth, peer recommendations and
extensive research. It’s not a linear decision-making process, as prospects move back
and forth identifying potential solutions, use cases that fit their needs, validation from
peers in the form of product reviews or case studies.
Through that process they can build brand affinity, much like we do as consumers, its an
emotional connection with the values of a brand and their story. This is a whole topic in
itself but longer-term brand building activities are an important contributor to short-term
lead generation.

People, even when operating in
a business capacity, buy with
emotion and justify with facts

Potential customers are more likely to do independent research before talking to a
salesperson. Marketers don’t have control over, or even visibility into, every touchpoint
that influences a buyer’s awareness, consideration, or decision to purchase.
Understanding of your customers and delivering on their needs and expectations will
fuel growth. By creating content designed to address the problems and needs of your
ideal customers, you attract qualified prospects and build trust and credibility for your
business.

Tips to get you started:
Know who your ideal customer is such as sector, size and location
Create helpful and engaging content that’s focused on helping them learn, instead of
selling to them.
Use “customer-friendly” language that’s easier to read and use, reducing any
confusion in the sales and set-up process.
Make it easy for prospects or customers to contact you if they need help. Not
everyone wants to pick up the phone so also consider webchat and ‘Request a
Callback’ options
Foster a culture and enable your employees with the right tools so it’s easier for
them to innovate and delight customers.

Laying the
foundations
Armed with a clear value proposition and messaging framework, content is the
foundation of Inbound Marketing. As potential buyers seek greater control of their
buying process, they are less open to being interrupted by outbound sales and
marketing tactics. They spend time researching and considering alternative solutions to
solving their business challenges. And then seek to engage a company at a time that's
right for them.
Create a content plan.
This is the best way to keep your content production and output consistent. It will outline
why you are creating content, for whom you are creating it, how
often you will publish content, and what you’d like to accomplish.
Produce high-quality, in-depth content.
If you are looking to attract leads with content, regular, low-effort content will not be of
much help. You will need to focus on producing high-quality, in-depth content that
answers the needs, challenges and pain points you have identified through
your buyer persona research. This type of content will attract your audience and help
you build deeper, more meaningful relationships with your prospects and leads.
Apart from attracting leads, producing high quality content on a regular basis will have
long-term benefits for your brand, helping to establish your company as an authority and
thought leader in your industry.
This will establish your business as the go-to place for information on topics related to
your industry and enable you to convert visitors and leads in a quicker and more efficient
manner.

Your landing page.
A landing page is an extension of your website, giving you a distinct place for your
content, without distracting the reader with the rest of what your website has to offer.
Focus on having a clean design and a highly visible call-to-action that allows visitors to
quickly understand what action they need to take once they land on the page. A lot of
your visitors will be coming from smartphones and tablets, so make sure to optimise
your landing page for mobile devices.
Don't forget CTAs.
A CTA (call-to-action) tells visitors what action they need to take once they arrive at your
landing page. To increase the number of visitors that convert into leads, you should
strive to make your CTA stand out by making it bigger or different in colour from the
other elements on the page.
For best results, use active language and try to evoke a sense of urgency in your visitors
to ensure that they will complete the desired action.

Meet your
prospects where
they are at.
When producing content, you will need to consider where in the journey or decisionmaking process your reader is. If a visitor has just discovered that they have a problem
that needs to be solved, it makes little sense to try to sell them your solution straight
away.
Engage these effective strangers with the kind of information they’re looking for and
then slowly guide them towards weighing different solutions and understanding why
yours is the best before getting them to finally do business with you.
When it comes to attracting prospects with content, companies should focus on
creating high quality, in-depth content that addresses the challenges and pain points of
their target audience. This will allow them to develop thought leadership and create a
more meaningful relationship with their audience, both of which will aid the process of
lead generation. Ebooks, long-form video, articles and podcasts are good formats at this
stage.
For best results, content should add real value and insight. Some content may be gated
– a form that must be completed in order to view or download your content. If you
decide to add a form, you will need to find a balance between requesting too little
information and having many visitors give up before completing and submitting the
entire form. At this stage your objective is to get your content into the hands of your
desired audience, therefore minimising any barriers to doing so will increase your
chances of engagement.

Searching for content
To maximise exposure of content in search engines, it is crucial to perform search engine
optimisation of all the produced content. You will want to focus on the following
elements:
Title: the title of your blog post should contain the primary keyword you are targeting
while staying under 60 characters. Keeping your title under 60 characters will ensure
that it will be displayed in its entirety in Google’s search results.
Meta description: the text that appears below the title of your page in the search
results. It helps both users and search engines understand what your page is about. Try
to include your primary keyword and one or two secondary keywords that you are trying
to rank for in the meta description, but only if it’s possible to do so while keeping the
description natural-sounding.
CTA: consider adding a call-to-action at the end of the description to improve your
overall click-through rate. Google’s maximum character limit for meta descriptions is
currently set at 320 characters so make sure to keep your description below that limit.
URL: Google takes into account the URL when deciding how to rank a specific page, with
the first three to five words being given more weight. A few studies also conclude that
Google prefers shorter URLs over longer ones. In general, you should try to include your
primary keyword in the URL and avoid using empty words such as conjunctions and
articles to keep the URL under five words.
Keywords: by creating high-quality, in-depth, long-form content that solves your
audience’s pain points and answers their questions, you will already be ahead of most of
the competition when it comes to ranking in search engines.
To improve your chances of ranking high in Google even further, use the main keyword
you are trying to rank for in the first 100 words and add in a few related keywords to
increase the topical relevancy of your content. Both of these have been proven to be
checked by Google to determine how much a page is relevant to a particular search
query.
SEO is proven to be highly effective at driving visitors to your site over the longer term.
But what about in the near term? Howdo you get your content in front of your highly
targeted audience as quickly as possible?
The answer is social media.

Social Media
Amplification

In the past, companies used social media for branding and generating awareness. In
recent years, social media networks have become one of the major sources of leads for
B2B companies, with 68% of businesses stating that they use one or more social media
channels to generate leads.
For successful social media lead generation, companies should first work on their owned
channels, in other words their company pages, building trust and developing a
relationship with their audience. This can be done by providing your audience with
relevant and valuable content and interacting with your followers on a regular basis.
Don’t be afraid to show some emotion and the human-side of the business. As mentioned
already, people connect at an emotional and a rational level with brands and their
content.
The organic reach of your content is limited by your number of connections and level of
engagement with the content. Organic content has a pretty short shelf-life - typically a
24-hour life span before it disappears from a news feed. Regular, daily content is
necessary to maintain visibility organically.
However, with paid Ads you promote your content over a longer period of time to a very
specific target audience.

LinkedIn
As a B2B company you will know the importance of LinkedIn. It’s the most used social
network used by Fortune 500 companies. 61 million of it’s users are senior-level
influencers, while 40 million occupy decision-making positions in their companies
(Source:LinkedIn). Perhaps as a result, LinkedIn typically has a higher cost-per-click
(CPC) than other platforms. Despite this, 80% of B2B leads generated through social
media come from LinkedIn.
Sponsored Content promotes a piece of content you already have on your LinkedIn
company page in your news feed. While Direct Sponsored Content allows you to
personalise and test content in the news feed without creating posts on your company
page.
These ad types are good for brand awareness and encouraging uses to click through to
your landing pages. There are three formats to choose from – single image, carousel or
video.
Whichever ad format you choose, to be a successful ad campaign you need to target
the right people. Targeting options can be based on geography, company size, job
function, skills and attributes such as interests and education. Before you save your
campaign, make sure you Enable Audience Expansion to extend your campaign to
people with similar attributes to those you’ve identified.

Facebook
While the organic reach of Facebook posts has decreased considerably in recent years,
it is still an excellent way to drive traffic to your content. As much as 91% of B2B
marketers use Facebook, with 67% considering it crucial for social media lead
generation.
Facebook has incredibly detailed attribution filters which means Facebook Ads can be
super-targeted. Since Facebook already has users’ contact details, these are
automatically filled in once a user clicks on an ad, reducing friction. You can show Lead
Ads to custom audiences, lookalike audiences, as well as users who have previously
interacted with your content.

Use re-targeting.
Not everyone who ends up on your landing page will convert immediately. By placing a
LinkedIn or Facebook Pixel on your website, you can re-target these visitors and
continue to offer your content. You can re-target visitors who read your blog posts, visit
your pricing page or campaign landing pages.

First attraction,
then the
engagement
Once you attract potential customers you want to engage with them so they’ll convert
into a lead and continue interacting with your company until they become a customer.
Sometimes, potential customers will lurk in the background, invisibly but avidly
consuming your content, building an affinity with your brand and validating their need for
the solution you offer. When ready they will pick up the phone or engage in a web chat
and move rapidly towards becoming a customer.
But in many more cases, you will want to nurture a prospect with content and information
related to what they’ve indicated they’re interested in.
While the emphasis remains on adding value, now is the time to start injecting
information about the value your business will provide them. This is about solution
marketing rather than product pitching.
Useful content includes:
Blogs: focus on helpful how-to advice and tips. Also share non-authored content you
feel your customers could really benefit from reading.
Ebooks: some topics require extensive research and real long form content
should be reserved for ebooks. Highly-researched, informative ebooks will be considered
very valuable by most visitors. The downside to using ebooks is that they usually require
a greater investment of time and money compared to other content types.

Webinars or Podcasts: effective if they contain exclusive or highly sought-after
information. Visitors who are eager to learn more on topics related to your industry will be
keen to access. Inviting guest speakers and subject matter experts on a particular topic
can add even greater value to your audience.
Infographics: these are great for sharing statistics, key research findings or helping
people
understand and memorise large amounts of information in a visually appealing way.
Calculators: although can be costly to produce, depending on the average value of your
solutions can be worthwhile. Calculator tools can help solidify the need in the prospects
mind and provide valuable insights into the benefits and ROI to them of purchasing your
solution. This information can support justification for the investment to internal decision
makers.
Case studies: these are probably the most valuable types of content you can create,
particularly if they match your buyer persona. They showcase the real results and
business benefits you have generated for your customers and help you build trust and
authority in the eyes of your visitors and leads. Case studies are easy and very affordable
to create so there is no reason why your company should not be making them. Simply
contact a few of your happiest customers and ask them if they would like to participate in
a case study.
Ask customers about the experience they have had working with your company and
present their answers and the results you have generated for them in a fun and visually
appealing way. If budget allows, a professionally edited video case study is well
worthwhile and will light up your website and social media channels.

Despite concerns over GDPR, email marketing continues to be a highly effective form of
marketing, generating $44 in revenue for every $1 spent (source: Campaign Monitor). It is
also a very effective way of nurturing prospects and deepening
relationships with existing customers.

To email or not
to email?
Modern email marketing utilises automation and segments customers based on their
behaviour and intent in order to provide them with the right content at the right time.
Offer informative newsletters.
The easiest and most common way of generating and nurturing leads with email
marketing is offering informative newsletters. Create a weekly or monthly newsletter
with valuable information relevant to your target audience. Do not fall into the trap of
making the newsletters too self-promotional and annoying your subscribers. The
purpose is to inform and add value to the reader.
Send newsletters on a predictable schedule. This will allow your company to stay top of
mind and have a greater chance of converting a large part of your audience. Place
newsletter signup forms on your website to be able to collect leads. Drive more
exposure to your newsletter by promoting it on your social media channels.

Creating an outreach email.
When it comes to writing an outreach email, the subject line is the first thing to get right.
It needs to compel them to open it.
Most of your prospects will be busy and will not have the time to read very long emails.
You will need to find a way to convey your main message and offer within four or five
sentences. Having a clear call-to-action at the end of your email will let your reader
know exactly what they should do to move the conversation forward.
Think about split testing multiple subject lines, body copy and CTA until you find the one
that performs the best.
Personalise your emails.
Personalisation doesn’t just mean their name in the salutation, it should also extend to
the body of the email. Studies have shown that personalised email have higher open
rates, click-through rates, and conversions so it’s crucial that you spend time gathering
additional details on your prospects. Gathering these details should be easier for your
existing customers, so there should be no excuses for lack of personalisation to your
customer base.
Downloading a lead magnet.
If a visitor has download one of your lead magnets, they are most likely already a bit
deeper in the sales funnel. To convert these leads, you might want to set up a special
drip campaign designed to probe their interests and goals and see if they are ready for a
sales conversation

Creating moments of
joy
Communication doesn't stop
once a customer has bought
your solution.

Encourage long lasting brand loyalty by giving their users an impactful experience
and so much value they will want to share it with others.
Short updates by email or SMS as they move through the quoting and purchase
process and on to the delivery phase makes your new customers feel informed and
aware of what’s going to happen next.
Proactively share video’s, How To guides or datasheets on how to set up their
solution or adopt a new technique they can take advantage of. Create a knowledge
centre of content based on common use cases, best practices and frequent gotcha’s
will not only support proactive outreach, but can improve the service experience.
Don’t shy away from asking for feedback, good and bad. A satisfaction survey sent
out 6 months post-purchase will gather feedback on how the solution is meeting
their needs and potential areas for improvement. This type of feedback is gold dust
when creating new content to attract more new prospects.

In summary
Inbound marketing puts the customer at the centre of the marketing and sales
engagement. Targeted, relevant and valuable content, shared in the right format, at
the right time and in the right place draws potential customers to your brand and
your products and services.
Getting your content in front of your target audience can be done organically,
although it takes a lot of time and more patience than most businesses probably
have. Knowing how to effectively distribute your content through paid marketing
channels is an important factor in the success of inbound marketing.
But possibly a more important factor to remember is that it is much less expensive to
keep an existing customer, rather than try to acquire a new one. Using your content
and marketing strategy to retain, grow and delight existing customers will also create
advocates - those customers who will share how valuable you are and refer more
new ones to you.
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